Therapeutic effect of combined Chinese and western medicine on tuberculous pleurisy
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Abstract: Objective to observe the therapeutic effect of combined traditional Chinese and western medicine on tuberculous pleurisy. Method: Select my house 2014 year[Month]2015 year8 Monthly Receipt treating tuberculous pleurisy patients 127example incorporating research, divide it into groups by random double blindness, Example vs control group with example. All patients give ethylamine hydrochloride, rifampicin, isoniazid tablets, topiramate and other Western medicines for conventional enhanced anti-TB treatment, giving appropriate nutrition at the same time. Support, and chest puncture extraction 2~3no/Week; Study Group patients were added to the Chinese herbal decoction prepared by our hospital for patients with tuberculous peritonitis. Western Medicine Union treatment, with disease plus minus. Comparative observation of the total efficiency of the two groups of treatment, pleural effusion absorption time, hospitalization time. Results: Both groups have: The efficiency is 93.8%, 79.4%, The therapeutic effect of combined Chinese and western medicine on tuberculous pleurisy is significantly better than that of pure Western medicine, differences are statistically significant...<0.05; two groups of pleural effusion absorption time, Comparison of hospitalization time, difference is statistically significant...<0.05. Combination of traditional Chinese and Western medicine treatment greater Promoting the recovery of tuberculous pleurisy patients. Conclusion: Our hospital self-prepared Chinese herbal decoction assisted anti-TB treatment, thoracic puncture for tuberculous pleurisy patients, to effectively promote the absorption of pleural effusion, shortening session, Improving effect, is worth promoting.
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tuberculous pleurisy is a multiple bacterial infection, lung inflammation involving the chest Mask caused by, also allergic to body allergy, Blood line infection causes;[1] patients with pleural effusion, appearance of anorexia, Chills, Fever, Nofatigue, clinical symptoms such as sweating. If you don't take effective treatment in time apply, easy to have pleural adhesion, hypertrophic, chest subsidence deformation;[2] Shadow Ring the patient's health. This study aims to explore in Western medicine anti-TB treatment, The use of the herbal Medicine Soup Set up by our hospital on the basis of the pleural puncture Extract agents for treatment of tuberculous pleurisy patients, details are as follows:.

1. Data and methods

1.1 like data

Select our home 2014 Year Month ~2015 Year 8. The TB of the month admitted pleurisy patients 127 example incorporating research. All patients underwent a pleural biopsy check, tuberculin test, X Line Check diagnosis, when diagnosed, between all ~1 months, with varying degrees of pleural fluid levy and gas Urgent, hot, clinical symptoms such as
aversion, divide it by random double blind into research group and control group example. Research Group M en cases, women: Age-year old, average age (37.9±2.1) year old; pleural effusion: few Example, Medium Quantity Example, Multi-volume Example, pair to Group men Example, women on Example; Age-year old, average age (37.7±2.2) year old; pleural effusion: a small number of Example, Medium Quantity Example, Multi-volume Example. Two groups of patients’ sex, age, pleural effusion Volume general data comparison, difference no statistically significant (P>0.05).

1.2 Method

All patients are given the ethyl alcohol hydrochloride, rifampicin, Isoniazid movie, anti-TB treated by conventional Western medicine, at the same time give appropriate nutritional support, and chest puncture extract 2~3no./Week, until no liquids are stopped, extract no>1000ML/Times; Research Group Patients add Chinese herbal decoction to patients with tuberculous peritonitis in our hospital.
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1.3 Therapeutic Criteria

Cures: Lab Check normal after treatment, full suction of pleural effusion accept, shortness of breath, fever, aversion etc clinical symptoms disappear; valid: thoracic cavity effusion Reduction, shortness of breath, Fever, Improved clinical symptoms such as aversion; not valid: No reduction of pleural effusion after treatment, shortness of breath, Fever, aversion Clinical Symptom no improvement. cure rate + efficient = always efficient.

1.4 Statistical Methods

Use statistical software for our research data SPSS19.0 in Row Processing analysis, count data withX‘check, In percent(%) tables show, measures with/validation, with”7”, representsA, with users<0.05 for differences statistically significant.

2. Results

2.1 Comparison of the two groups of effects

The total effective rate of the two groups is 93.8%, 79.4%, integrated Chinese and Western medicine Treatment of tuberculous pleurisy is significantly better than pure Western medicine. Bad for statistical significance (user<0.05. See table 1.

2.2 two groups of pleural effusion absorption time, Comparison of hospitalization time

two groups of pleural effusion absorption time, Comparison of hospitalization time, difference has
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3. Discussion
tuberculous pleurisy caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis or its metabolite infection-To, with endothelial cell shedding, white cell infiltration, pleural congestion edema etc. Pathology[3], A lot of clinical treatment to promote pleural effusion absorption, Clear Chest Liquid, controls inflammation primarily, Western Medicine uses Western medicine anti-TB treatment more+ChestPuncture-suction method[4], has a certain effect, but not for patient lung features restore, easily cause pleuraleffusion to recur, The has a pleural adhesion even, hypertrophic complications. Chinese Medicine converts tuberculous pleurisy to "phlegm drink" category[5]. Our institute summarizes years of clinical experience, self-imperata root, Dan parameter, poria Cocos, Loofah, Yuen, melon Skin, Orange Shell, Wax Gourd, scapedescurainiae child, oyster, A of the front child and other drugs, has huoxue tongluo, Break-gas Throughstasis, Herbal decoction for hydration-drinking efficacy, combined with Western medical treatment, Promote the absorption of pleuraleffusion, improving clinical symptoms, Improve effect.

This study confirms that, Our Hospital self-prepared Chinese herbal decoction auxiliary anti-knot Nuclear treatment, thoracic puncture for tuberculous pleurisy patients, to effectively promote The absorption of pleuraleffusion, shortening session, Improve Effectiveness, is worth wide advance.
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